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Transform content mastery into a fun and energising learning game. Your
students will enjoy mixing and quizzing each other so much, they won’t even
notice how much information they’re learning. Mix-N-Match is a great classbuilding activity too. Students are out of their seats, having fun and learning
with all classmates.
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students, it is recommended that
you introduce the content before
they play.
One word of caution: Content
mastery is important, but it’s just
one part of the entire educational
picture. These sets were designed
to supplement other great things
you do in your classroom: the
investigations,
the projects, the
discussions...
They are not
intended to
replace them!
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On the following pages, you’ll find
step-by-step instructions. Here’s
a nutshell description of Mix-NMatch: Students each receive a
Mix-N-Match card. They stand up
and pair up. Students each quiz
their partner, then get quizzed by
their partner, then trade cards.
They repeatedly quiz, quiz and
trade, each time with a new partner. Finally, the teacher has them
find their partner with the matching
card.
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There are numerous additional
learning games you can play with
the Mix-N-Match cards in this
book. We’ll get to those in a few
pages.
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How to Play

When to Play
The 12 Mix-N-Match sets in this
book were designed to help students master basic information
and skills. Pull out the corresponding Mix-N-Match set when you’re
studying a topic. The cards are
great for acquiring the content
and for review. If the content on
the cards is new content for your

Mix-N-Match English

What’s
In This
Book

Intro
Page
Each MixN-Match
set has an intro page. On the intro
page are “Quizzing Questions”.
These are questions you
can have students ask each
other as they quiz their partners using their cards.
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Mix-N-Match Cards
Next, and at the heart of the book
are the Mix-N-Match Cards. On
each two-page spread, you will
find the matching cards so it is
easy to see at a glance which
cards are a “match”. The card in
the upper left corner on the even
page matches the card in the upper left corner on the odd page.
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Worksheets
Following the intro page, there are
two reproducible worksheets associated with each Mix-N-Match set.
These worksheets can be used to
practise the concepts before playing Mix-N-Match or for reinforcing
the concepts after Mix-N-Match.
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You can use a variety of Kagan
structures for the worksheets, or
even have students work independently. We recommend you
use the RallyCoach structure to
have students do the problems
on the worksheet. For RallyCoach,
students pair up. Partner A solves
the first problem while Partner B
watches, checks and praises or
coaches. For the next problem,
Partner B solves the problem while
Partner A watches, checks, and
praises or coaches. Partners take
turns solving each problem. This
structure allows students to watch
how their peers solve problems
and allows for peer tutoring when
necessary.
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Answer
Page
On the last page
of each card set,
there is an answer page. On
this page, you
will either find
the answers to
all the matches
in the card set,
the answers to
the worksheet, or
additional helpful information for students. You can
use these pages to check
students’ answers or when
introducing or reviewing the
matching content.
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Mix

Students mix, repeatedly quizzing new
partners and trading cards. Afterward,
they rush to find a partner with the card
that matches theirs.
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Mix-N-Match
SET-UP
Copy a Mix-N-Match card set for your class. Cut out the cards, or have students
cut out the cards. Distribute the cards so each students receives one card.
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Repeat with
New Partners
Partners split up and repeat
Steps 1 to 4 a number of times,
repeatedly quizzing new partners and being quizzed by new
partners.
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Teacher Calls “Freeze”
After numerous pairings and
ample quizzing time, call,
“freeze”.
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Switch Roles:
Students Quiz
Partners
The other partner quizzes, then
praises or coaches. For example,
the student with other antonym
card asks, “What’s an antonym for
my word?”
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Students Quiz
Partners
The partner answers. If correct,
the partner receives a compliment
(“Excellent job!” “Great work!”), or a
high five. If incorrect or no answer
is given, the partner is given the
answer and coached how to remember it.
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Students Stand Up,
Hand Up, Pair Up
With a card in their hands, students stand up, push in their
chairs, and put their hands up.
They keep a hand up until they find
a partner. Students use the card to
quiz their partners. For example,
for the Antonyms set, one student with an antonym card asks,
“What’s an antonym for my word?”
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Partners Trade Cards
Partners trade cards and say,
“thank you”, or “good-bye”.

Students Freeze
Students freeze, look at their
cards and think of their match.
Students Find
their Match
Students move to the centre of
the room, find their match, and
quickly move away from the
centre of the room with their
new partner.

Extension
Once students are around the room in
pairs, have them each quickly share
their match. For our example, one
student would say, “An antonym for hot
is...,” and his or her partner chimes in,
“cold”.

quiz, quiz, Trade
© 2007 Hawker Brownlow Education KA166X
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More Students
than Cards
Card sets are designed for up to 40
students. If you have more than 40
students, make extra copies of the
card pairs you’d most like to have
students work on. This way, each
student gets a card and students
practise the desired content more
frequently.
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ColoUr Code Cards
Copy the cards onto two different
coloured pieces of card. Use one
colour for the cards on even page
numbers, and a different colour for
the cards on odd page numbers.
This way, you can easily tell the
cards apart.

Card Pairs
Each card has a matching card.
When distributing the cards, make
sure you distribute them in pairs. If
you have an extra student, you can
either have that student be a “twin”
with another student, or you can
join in.
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Laminate Cards
Laminate your card sets to make
them more attractive and last for
years.
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Collecting Cards
When you collect the cards from
your students, have them return
them in pairs. This will save you
lots of time: you get the cards back
ready to use the next time.
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Store Sets
Put your card set into an envelope
for next time. Each set has
a title bar that you cut off
when you cut out the cards.
Tape that title to the front
of your envelope. Or store
sets using a rubber band
or bulldog clip.

Mix-N-Match English

Partial Set
If students are having difficulty with
specific matching cards, make
multiple copies of those cards and
have students play Mix-N-Match
with this partial set for repeated
practice. A partial set is also helpful if there are some cards beyond
students’ ability level.

Antonyms
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No Repeats
Tell students that they
cannot pair up with
the same partner
twice.
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High Five
Students have their
hands up when
searching for a partner. Have students
give each other
a high five, then greet
each other with a handshake or a
friendly greeting (“Hey, buddy”) before
they quiz each other. This adds to the
excitement of the game.

Exaggerated Praisers
Another thing you can do spice up
Mix-N-Match is use exaggerated
praisers. Have students use funny
compliments that are a little overboard but make us feel good, nevertheless. For example, “That’s correct.
You must have been awarded at least
a dozen Nobel prizes.”
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Nobody Knows
If neither partner knows
the answer to a card, have
them write it down on a
designated area of the
blackboard. The resulting list is a great way to
see which cards students
need more work on.
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Hand Up
Have students put their
hands up as soon as
they’re ready to find a
new partner, and put
them down as soon
as they’ve found a
partner. This makes it
easy for students to find
partners. If you see a student
avoiding another student
with his/her hand up,
stop the class and remind
them to always pair with
the nearest person with a
hand up.

Make it a Race
Record how long
it takes students to find
their matching partners. Do it
repeatedly and see if students can
get quicker and beat their previous
times.
Make your Own Sets
This book contains 12 ready-to-use
sets based on popular topics. It’ll
provide hours of fun and learning. If
you’d like more sets, you can easily
create your own Mix-N-Match sets.
All you need is matching content.
Problems and answers work well.
Words and their definitions are also
popular.

Mix-N-Match English
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Flashcard Game
Flashcard Game is based on repeated practice and proceeds through
three rounds from the most cues to
the least.
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Numbered Heads
Together
In teams, students number off.
Select a card and ask students
a question based on the content
of the card. Have each student
independently write his/her own
answer on a sheet of paper or
response board. Then, students put
their heads together to make sure
everyone on their team knows the
answer. Call a number and have
students with that number share
their team’s answer.
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The card sets in this book were designed for Mix-N-Match.
But you can also use them with a number of other Kagan Structures...
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Students have a stack of cards they
need to practise and a list of correct answers. The student (the tutee)
gives his/her cards and answers to
a partner (the tutor). The tutor shows
the tutee the card and reads the answer. Next, the tutor shows the tutee
the card and the tutee answers.
If correct, the tutee wins the card
back. If wrong, the tutor gives the
tutee the correct answer and returns
the card to the stack. Once the tutee
wins all his/her cards, they proceed
to Round 2. In Round 2, the tutor
shows the tutee the card and the
tutee answers. Once the tutee wins
all his/her cards in Round 2, the pair
proceeds to Round 3. In Round 3,
the tutor does not show the card. He
or she reads the card and the tutee
answers.
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Solo
Give a student a deck of cards. The
student shuffles the cards, then
makes matching card pairs.
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Showdown
In teams, students place a deck of
cards face down in the centre of
the team table. One student turns
over the first card. All students
independently write the answer on
a sheet of paper or in a notebook.
When all students indicate they’re
ready, a student calls, “showdown”
and they all show their answers. If
correct, they celebrate. If not, teammates coach, then celebrate.
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RallyTable
In pairs, students place a stack of
cards between them. Student A
turns over the first card and states
the “match”. Student B turns over
the next card and states the match.
Students take turns, stating the
match for each new card.

Concentration
Concentration can be played as a
pair or as a small group. Students
shuffle the cards and place them face
down in a grid pattern (see below)
without looking at the cards. The first
student turns over two cards. If they
match, he/she wins that pair and
gets another turn. If he/she does not
make a pair, he/she returns the cards
to their original place, face down. The
next student takes a turn. When there
are no more cards left to turn over,
students count the cards they won
and congratulate the student with the
most cards.

RoundTable
In teams, students place a stack of
cards between them. Each student
takes a turn turning over the top
card and stating the “match”. The
game continues until the team has
gone through all the cards.
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